Conifers are an excellent group in which to explore how changing ecological interactions may have influenced the allocation of reproductive tissues in seed plants over long time scales, because of their extensive fossil record and their important role in terrestrial ecosystems since the Palaeozoic. Measurements of individual conifer pollen-producing and seed-producing cones from the Pennsylvanian to the Recent show that the relative amount of tissue invested in pollen cones has remained constant through time, while seed cones show a sharp increase in proportional tissue investment in the Jurassic that has continued to intensify to the present day. Since seed size in conifers has remained similar through time, this increase reflects greater investment in protective cone tissues such as robust, tightly packed scales. This shift in morphology and tissue allocation is broadly concurrent with the appearance of new vertebrate groups capable of browsing in tree canopies, as well as a diversification of insect-feeding strategies, suggesting that an important change in plant–animal interactions occurred over the Mesozoic that favoured an increase in seed cone protective tissues.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The allocation of reproductive resources in seed plants can be influenced by a wide variety of ecological interactions, including processes such as investment in attractants and rewards for pollinators [1–5], and trade-offs in seed size associated with different dispersal strategies and life histories [6–9]. While an extensive body of research has explored such relationships among living seed plants, and in living flowering plants in particular, relatively few studies have attempted to directly investigate patterns of reproductive resource allocation in extinct seed plants (e.g. [10,11]). However, a deep historical perspective is important because ancient seed plants, especially Palaeozoic and Early Mesozoic species, lived in ecosystems with no modern analogues and undoubtedly experienced certain kinds of ecological interaction that were very different from those experienced by modern species [12,13]. Identifying major changes in plant reproductive allocation through time may therefore aid in a broader understanding of the evolution of terrestrial ecosystems.

Conifers are an excellent group in which to study changes in reproductive allocation because they have an extensive and well-documented fossil history dating back to the Pennsylvanian [14,15], they are major components of many Palaeozoic, Mesozoic, Cenozoic and modern ecosystems, and they have significant living diversity (approx. 600 living species in six families [16,17]). Reproduction in conifers is also relatively simple; ancient and living conifers bear pollen-producing (or pre-pollen-producing in the earliest conifers [18]) and seed-producing organs in separate, compact structures (pollen cones and seed cones, respectively, although bisexual cones can occur within some populations [19]) and these structures are often preserved in the fossil record with cellular-level details (see [20,21]). However, the amount of tissue allocated to conifer reproductive structures is likely to have changed over time because many key interactions that influence tissue investment in modern conifer reproductive organs were almost certainly absent in earlier ecosystems. For example, pressure from vertebrate seed predators can increase the amount of cone tissue devoted to protection and armament in living conifers [22–24], but the groups responsible for these interactions, such as passerine birds and placental mammals, did not diversify until the Late Cretaceous or Early Cenozoic [25–27].

This study investigates changes in reproductive allocation in conifers over their evolutionary history in relation to shifting ecological contexts, and in particular to potential changes in the interactions between conifers and animal groups. Specifically, I quantify tissue allocation in fossil and living conifer cones by measuring their size and shape, as well as the size of their constituent units and reproductive organs (seeds in seed cones and microsporangia in pollen cones). I then compare patterns and temporal shifts in tissue allocation in both types of cone to major changes in terrestrial ecosystems.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Cone length, maximum cone width and cone scale length were measured in pollen cones from 22 Palaeozoic species, 17 Triassic species, 18 Jurassic species, 17 Cretaceous species and 296 extant species. This dataset includes living representatives from all extant families and fossil...
representatives from four extant families (Araucariaceae, Cupressaceae *sensu lato*, Pinaceae and Podocarpaceae), and several extinct conifer groups. Parameters for seed cones were measured from 33 Palaeozoic species, 23 Triassic species, 27 Jurassic species, 43 Cretaceous species and 213 extant species. This dataset includes living representatives from the four extant families that produce cones (Araucariaceae, Cupressaceae *s.l.*, Pinaceae and Sciadopityaceae), fossil representatives belonging to these families and to extinct families that once produced cones (Podocarpaceae), as well as several extinct conifer groups. In this study, the cone scale refers to the basic unit that composes the reproductive strobilus, regardless of the homologies of those structures. The number and length of the seeds borne on each cone scale were recorded when available, and cones were also scored for whether the shape of the scales was influenced by the growth of adjacent scales (every measurement could not be made on all species owing to preservation; see the electronic supplementary material for full data). Where possible, measurements were based on mature specimens collected or preserved after or during the process of pollen or seed dispersal, and immature cones were not included in the dataset. In order to derive a relationship between linear cone measurements and tissue allocation, the dry mass of mature seed cones from 34 extant conifer species (from the families Cupressaceae and Pinaceae) and mature pollen cones from 49 extant species (from the families Araucariaceae, Cupressaceae, Pinaceae and Sciadopityaceae) were recorded in addition to cone length and width.

Fossil data are based on specimens housed in collections at the Paleobotanical Herbarium at Ohio University (Athens, OH, USA) and the Laboratory of Palaeobotany and Palynology at Utrecht University (Utrecht, Netherlands), as well as published descriptions of taxa. Data from extant conifers are based on herbarium specimens housed in the collections of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew (London, UK) and the John G. Searle Herbarium at the Field Museum of Natural History (Chicago, IL, USA). Cone mass data are based on specimens collected from living trees at the Chicago Botanic Garden (Glencoe, IL, USA) and the Morton Arboretum (Lisle, IL, USA). In order to create a consistent dataset, each species is represented by measurements from a single exemplar pollen and/or seed cone, since herbarium collections typically do not contain a broad sample of cones and fossil species are usually known from only a few cones. All statistical analyses were performed using the open-source statistical software R (v. 2.8.1).

3. RESULTS
(a) Extant conifer cones
Pollen and seed cone length and width, taken together to approximate cone volume, are good predictors of cone biomass ($R^2$ values 0.93 and 0.92 for seed cones and pollen cones, respectively; see electronic supplementary material, figure S1) and are therefore useful measures of the total amount of tissue (including cone scale and cone axis tissue) allocated to cones in extant conifers. Pollen cones are proportionally narrower than seed cones in all families of living conifers (figure 1a), resulting in much less tissue investment in individual cones on average (0.057 g cone$^{-1}$ compared with 6.8 g cone$^{-1}$).

(b) Fossil conifer cones
Seed cones from ancient conifers show a pronounced temporal shift in the relationship between length and width (figure 1b--d). Most Palaeozoic and Triassic seed cones are similar in shape to extant pollen cones, and are proportionally much narrower than seed cones of extant conifers (figure 1b). However, seed cone shape begins to shift in the Middle Jurassic, especially with the appearance of extremely wide cones produced by members of the Araucariaceae family (figure 1c). Jurassic seed cones are wider than those of earlier conifers on average, although a number of Jurassic taxa produced very narrow cones (figure 1c). There are fewer extremely narrow seed cones in the Cretaceous and most taxa fall within the range of widths seen in modern species, although many early Pinaceae seed cones are narrower than modern representatives (figure 1d). In contrast to seed cones, pollen cones from all time periods are narrow and display a similar relationship between length and width (figure 1e).

Based on the subset of the data for which both scale length and seed size are known, the shift in average seed cone width in the Jurassic and Cretaceous is associated with an increase in the average length of the cone scales, but not an increase in the average size of the seeds borne by them (figure 2a). These longer cone scales are not associated with an increased number of seeds per scale, either in fossil taxa only or in all taxa considered together (Spearman’s $p = −0.09$ and $−0.18$, respectively). Jurassic and Cretaceous conifer species also show a dramatic increase in the number and proportion of species having tightly packed cone scales for which the shape is clearly influenced by the growth of neighbouring scales (figure 2b and inset picture). These species formed compact, tightly sealed structures during the growth and maturation of their cones, in contrast to Palaeozoic and Triassic species, where mature cones were typically elongate or lax with loosely arranged scales. The relative increase in tissue allocation suggested by wider seed cones with longer, more closely packed scales is supported by direct estimates of cone tissue measured from the cross-sectional area of whole cones cut longitudinally (analysed in ImageJ). Although this could only be measured in a few well-preserved specimens, Jurassic and Cretaceous seed cones have more tissue on average per unit cone length (32.0 mm$^2$ mm$^{-1}$; $n = 5$ taxa from four families) than Palaeozoic and Triassic seed cones (5.1 mm$^2$ mm$^{-1}$; $n = 6$ taxa).

4. DISCUSSION
Proportional increases in seed cone tissue allocation appear to have occurred independently within the three major extant cone-producing conifer families (Araucariaceae, Cupressaceae *sensu lato* and Pinaceae), since even late-diverging groups such as Cupressaceae *s.l.* [16,17] are known from the Triassic [28,29] and therefore pre-date the shift in tissue allocation. Fossil evidence further suggests that two of the three major cone-producing extant families (Cupressaceae *s.l.* and Pinaceae) show parallel trends towards increased tissue investment, since fossil members produced narrower seed cones on average than living members (length/width ratios 1.66 to 1.04, respectively, in Cupressaceae and 2.88 to 1.59 in Pinaceae; fossil and living Araucariaceae have similar ratios). Overall, the increase in proportional seed cone tissue investment (figures 1b--d and 2a) and the shift in
growth towards more tightly packed cones (figure 2b) suggest that the importance of seed protection in conifers increased over the Mesozoic, with a major shift first occurring between the Early and Middle Jurassic. In contrast, relative tissue allocation in conifer pollen cones has remained similar, most probably because their functional role (releasing pollen into the atmosphere) has remained unchanged over time.

Increasingly strong interactions with animals, especially within the tree canopy, may offer the best explanation for these patterns. The initial shift in tissue investment in the Jurassic is roughly concurrent with the diversification of large sauropod dinosaurs in the Early to Middle Jurassic [30,31] and a consequent increase in vertebrate browsing height [13], although the exact height is debated [32,33]. Intriguingly, the first conifer group to develop truly large cones (Araucariaceae, with Jurassic cones up to 15 cm in diameter) has also been suggested as a primary sauropod food source based on their ubiquity and the relatively high energy content of their foliage [34]. The appearance of early birds and potentially arboreal mammals by the Late Jurassic [26,27], and the subsequent radiation of modern bird groups and small placental mammals in the Early
As the evolutionary arms race between conifer seed predators and their hosts continued, conifer cone evolution became increasingly elaborate. The increased frequency of wildfire in many Jurassic and Cretaceous ecosystems likely contributed to the diversification of insect species adapted to seed predation, leading to more robust seeds with compact, tightly interlocking scales.

This trend was not unique to conifers; it also influenced flowering plants, which were diversifying rapidly during the same period. The increased ecological importance of wildfires could be a key factor influencing the evolutionary trajectory of conifer seed cones, as well as floral adaptations in angiosperms. The coevolution of these traits highlights the dynamic nature of terrestrial ecosystems and the role of environmental pressures in driving evolutionary change.
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